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Heat-induced Protein Gelation 
Mechanism  

Ferry two-step Model (1948) 

Native Unfold Aggregate 

(Source: Bennion and Daggett 2003 
http://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/cif/tecnai.htm) 
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Heat-induced Gelation Kinetics  

Ferry two-step theory (1948) 

k1: denaturation rate;  k2: aggregation rate 

If k1 >> k2, a “fine-stranded” structure will 
be formed;  

Native Unfold Aggregate 
k1 k2 



Heat-induced Gelation Kinetics  

Ferry two-step theory (1948) 

k1: denaturation rate;  k2: aggregation rate 

If k1 << k2, a “coarse-stranded” structure 
will be formed; 

Sufficient time required for DENATURATION to produce fine-stranded gel 

Native Unfold Aggregate 
k1 k2 



Gelation Kinetics – heating effect 

Fast heating rate unfavorable for gel formation 
  Hermansson 1978; Gossett and others 1984; Camou and others 1989; Barbut 

and Mittal1990; Arntfield and Murray 1992; Yongsawatdigul and Park 1996; 
Yoon and Park 2001 

insufficient time for denaturation? 

  Foegeding and others 1986: 
     Faster heating rates  
    “produce more nuclei and allow less growth”  
      once proteins are thermally denatured 

This could be also interpreted that  
insufficient time for protein aggregation,  
         rather than for denaturation,  
is responsible for weaker gels formed at higher heating rate  

aggregation 



Gelation Kinetics – Heating rate effect  

Riemann and Lanier (2004) 

•  Meat pastes heated rapidly by MW  
     gelled similarly to those slowly ramp heated 
     when held sufficiently at endpoint temperature 

•   Equivalent COOK VALUE needed to  
      assure time for aggregation 



Heating from 20 - 75C with differing Heating rates
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Considering the data of Barbut et al. (1990) 
   for beef gels:  
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Thermal Input 
4867oCmin 

935oCmin 

Considering the data of Barbut et al. (1990) 
   for beef gels:  
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It is well known that, in determining heat process effects on 
microbial reduction or enzyme inactivation, 

high temperature - short time heating processes  
may be equivalent to longer processing times  
at lower temperatures. 

Similarly,  
a fast heating rate + short holding time 
could produce an equivalent effect to 
slow heating with no holding time 
(both to same endpoint temperature) 



Heating from 20 - 75C with differing Heating rates
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Adding holding time at the endpoint temperature 
can yield equivalent thermal inputs 
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Equivalent COOK VALUES 

Lanier and others, 2007. US Patent #7270842 
Thermal gelation of foods and biomaterials using 
rapid heating 



•  Square-wave, ISOTHERMAL heating,   
                           not ramp 

Heat-induced Gelation Kinetics 

•  Dilute protein (myosin)  system 

•  Non-fracture gel rheology 
G’ is proportional to Number of Protein Crosslinks  



Heat-induced Gelation Kinetics  

Concluded:  
 Rate of gelation decreased with                                        

increasing temperature above ca. 50 ˚C 

 Highest gel rigidity (G’) at 44 – 56 ˚C                                     
weak gels at higher temperatures  

But do such studies,  
conducted on dilute solutions,  
predict gelling performance of real meat systems? 



Our approach 

  Gelation kinetics of meat pastes more concentrated in 
myofibrillar proteins (like commercial products) 

  Isothermal (square-wave) cooking of larger gels                        
for fracture analysis was made possible by focused MW 

Kinetics 



Our approach 

  Gelation kinetics of meat pastes more concentrated in 
myofibrillar proteins (like commercial products) 

  Isothermal (square-wave) cooking of larger gels                        
for fracture analysis was made possible by focused MW 

  Dynamic rheological (non-fracture) measurements of G’ were 
made on cooled gels at different heating times to eliminate the 
confounding effects of different measurement temperatures 

  Compare poikilotherm (fish) to homeotherm (chicken) meat        
at equal pH, ionic strength etc. 

Kinetics 



Heat-induced Gelation Kinetics  
Compare poikilotherm (fish) to homeotherm (chicken) meat  

at equal pH, ionic strength etc. 

Slow ramp cook, just to 70 °C Very rapid cook, to near 100 °C 



Conclusions in press 2012 

  Chicken (homeotherm) gels were indeed more sensitive to heating 
rate and endpoint temperature than were fish (poikilotherm),  

    this despite that fish myosin is less heat stable 

  For both species, rapid MW heating + short holding time         
produced gels with similar or better texture and water stability                              
as compared to their slow ramp heated counterparts                         
heated just to the endpoint temperature 

 Also seems to support that aggregation rate, 
       rather than denaturation rate, 
 governs formation of gels with highest functionality  



Thus the current, and previous, research in our lab     
has demonstrated that rapid heating                              
can produce similar gel properties as slow cooking 

if the cook values are similar to the slow process  

However, from commercial experience,  

it seems possible that fat-containing batters could 
present a greater challenge for the application of rapid 
heating techniques.   



Processes evaluated: Liu and Lanier 2012 

Lanier and Labudde, 1994 

meat batters containing 25% fat (lard) or oil (soy) 

Scientific modeling of blended meat products 
R A LaBudde and T C Lanier, in 
Processed meats: Improving safety, nutrition and quality (2011) 
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Conclusions: 
  Rapid MW heating (~ 100 ˚C/min) + holding produced     

fat-containing gels with similar water/fat holding and 
texture as those cooked by slow ramp (0.5 ˚C/min).  

  A noted benefit of holding at 50 °C when rapidly heating                             
(two step cook) likely reflects the findings of Wu and others 
(1991) that myosin optimally gels near 50 °C in dilute solution 

  The results of Riemann and Lanier (2004) should thus be 
modified for fat-containing batters to include a brief                                   
holding time near 50 °C when rapid heating is used                                                                   
(similar CV required, especially some time near 50 °C) 



Effectiveness of the  
Two-step (50 °C > 70 °C) Microwave Rapid Cook 
for meat batters was verified in a  
commercial pilot scale facility:  

50 °C MW 
applicator 

70 °C MW 
applicator 

Product flow 

Industrial 
Microwave 
Systems Inc. 



Soluble Functional Protein  +  Lipid =   EMULSION 

(Hansen 1960; 
  Saffle 1960; 
Carpenter 1964) 

(Continuous phase) (Discontinuous phase)

‘Emulsion’ Hypothesis  



Role of interfacial protein film (IPF) 
 Formed in uncooked emulsion 

•  Heavy meromyosin (HMM) head toward hydrophobic phase 

•  Light meromyosin (LMM) tail protruding into hydrophilic phase 
    (Galluzzo and Regenstein, 1978; Schut, 1978; Jones, 1984; Barbut, 1992)  

water

Fat

‘Emulsion’ Hypothesis  



Role of interfacial protein film (IPF) 
 Formed in uncooked emulsion 

 Stabilizes melted fat from 35 °C – 50 °C as an ‘emulsion’ 
(Mandigo 1982; Barbut 1989; Sams 2001) 

water

Fat

? 

‘Emulsion’ Hypothesis  

Emulsion??? 



Further development of emulsion hypothesis:  

Role of interfacial protein film (IPF) 
  Photomicrographs (Light/SEM) of protein membrane 

coating fat globules  

Fat globule membrane formation in 
fat-containing protein solution 

Hansen, 1960  

Interfacial 
Protein Film 



Further development of emulsion hypothesis:  

Role of interfacial protein film (IPF) 

Jones and Mandigo 1982 

 Thickens >50 °C as the protein gels to ‘entrap’ fat 



Further development of emulsion hypothesis:  

Role of interfacial protein film (IPF) 

Gordon and Barbut, 1989 

TEM 

SEM 

 Thickens >50 °C as the protein gels to ‘entrap’ fat 



Further development of emulsion hypothesis:  

Role of interfacial protein film (IPF) 

Mangangwu and others, 
2009 

 Thickens >50 °C as the protein gels to ‘entrap’ fat 



Physical Entrapment (‘Gelation’) Hypothesis�



Physical Entrapment (‘Gelation’) Hypothesis�

>50 °C    Once myosin denatures and strong gelation  
             occurs, fat (liquid) may possibly be more  
             strongly entrapped by the gelled IPF 



But consider: 

Lipid in a cold hot dog batter is SOLID, not liquid 

(does not need to be emulsified when cold) 

Physical Entrapment (‘Gelation’) Hypothesis�

<20℃ 



But consider: 

Lipid in a cold hot dog batter is SOLID, not liquid 

(does not need to be emulsified when cold) 

Physical Entrapment (‘Gelation’) Hypothesis�

<20℃ 

30- 45℃   Even in the fat melting temperature range,  
               before denaturation of myosin,  
               batters are already in the gel state…  



Even at 20 °C 
the paste is a weak GEL, capable of entrapping fat (oil) 

Barbut and others 1996 



•  Thus, at every temperature, the fat phase is 
mainly stabilized by physical entrapment within 
a gelled protein-water matrix 

Physical Entrapment (‘Gelation’) Hypothesis�

But how is the melted fat entrapped by the matrix,  
if the matrix is porous? 

Isn’t the Interfacial Protein Film porous also? 

Is it really distinct from the surrounding protein gel matrix? 



Observation:   
          Fat holding ability (FHA) is directly linked to     
          water-holding ability (WHA) during cooking  

Figure 4. Effect of chopping on fat and water loss 
in comminuted meat batter. (Toledo, 1975) 
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   And WHA is mediated primarily by  
   capillary pressure, a function of the  
   gel matrix structure  
   according to the Young-Laplace  
   equation (Jurin rule)  

r 

θ
h 

Observation:   
          Fat holding ability (FHA) is directly linked to     
          water-holding ability (WHA) during cooking  



 Capillarity directly stabilizes waterholding, 
          and indirectly stabilizes fat, 
     in cooked comminuted meat batters 

  Water holding is mediated primarily by capillary pressure, which in 
turn is a function of the gel matrix structure and composition (pore size, 
surface properties, and dissolved solutes) according to the Young-
Laplace equation   
   

  When the matrix pore structure is small enough, liquid fat droplets 
cannot wet (nor penetrate) the smaller hydrophilic pores of the protein 
matrix 

  Since a gel structure exists at all temperatures of the paste and 
gel, no IPF is needed to emulsify or entrap fat, solid or liquid 

Our hypothesis�



heat-induced gel 

(at slow ramp 0.5 ˚C/min)

Microstructure 

(SEM / porosity)

Microstructure 

(CLSM / gel type)

Water Holding Capacity

Cook loss  

(water loss)

Paste preparation

WPI 

(0%, 15%, 30% 
of MF protein)

Experimental design  

Non –Fat:  



heat-induced gel 

(at 0.5 ˚C)

Microstructure 

(SEM / porosity)

Microstructure 

(CLSM / gel type)

Water Holding Capacity

Cook loss  

(water, fat loss)

Non-fat 
formulation 

(Modified by 
WPI) 

Pre-emulsion 

formulation 

Meat batter 
preparation 

Meat batter preparation  
(Without pre-emulsion) 

Pre-emulsion 
(PE) 

Non Pre-emulsion 
 (NPE) 

Experimental design 



Formation of IPF by pre-emulsion        

(PE, after 3-day storage at 4 ˚C; Scale bar: 100 µm)  

Stable’ emulsion’ system 
  No phase separation 
  Fat droplets: small size 
  No coalescence 
  No flocculation 
  Coated by protein 



Effect of WPI substitution for MF protein 

Non-fat raw paste  
(1000 X) 

0%  
WPI 

15%  
WPI 

30%  
WPI 

0%  
WPI 

15%  
WPI 

30%  
WPI 

0%  
WPI 

15%  
WPI 

30%  
WPI 

Fat-containing gel  
(500 X) 

Fat-containing gels  
(10 X) 



Role of IPF in cooking stability? 

Pre-emulsified fat 
added 

Non-pre-emulsified fat 
added 



Cook loss  vs ‘Capillarity’ (NF gels)  



Cook loss  vs ‘Capillarity’ (NF gels)  



Cook loss  vs ‘Capillarity’: 
 Fat-containing gels  



Results: Cook loss  vs Capillarity 
 (Fat-containing gels)  



Cook loss  vs ‘Capillarity’: 
 Fat-containing gels  

•   FHA parallels WHA with  increasing substitution of WPI for MFP 



Cook loss  vs ‘Capillarity’: 
 Fat-containing gels  

•   FHA parallels WHA with  increasing substitution of WPI for MFP 

  The water, held in the pores by capillarity, likely ‘clogs’ the pores   
  and prevents the exit of liquid fat  



Apparently,  
the gel morphology, as determined by  
MFP quality, seems very critical for both  
water and fat holding ability of gels. �

Big pore size 
(r)  

Low capillarity 
(h)  

Low WHA  Low FHA  



‘Waterproof’, ‘breathable’ fabric 

•  Permeable for gas (including water vapor) 
•  Impermeable for water in liquid form  

Due to: 
  Hydrophobic surface 
  Small pore size  

Goretex�

(Dobrusskin and others 1991) 



Results: 3D ‘reverse Goretex’ model 
– Why fat and water are stabilized in the system during cooking 

High WHA, FHA gel Low WHA, FHA gel 



2D fat-containing gel formation 

stable 
fat&water 

loss 



 Questions

 Thank you!


